What’s
What
s hot in sport law?
 European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
• Nos 40575/10 & 67474/10, 2 October 2018 Mutu & Pechstein v.
Switzerland
• Nos. 48151/11 & 77769/13, 18 January 2018 FNASS et autres v.
France (Longo)

 Belgian Courts
• Cour d’appel de Bruxelles, 29 August 2018 Doyen et al. v.
URBSFA ett all
• Tribunal de commerce du Hainaut, 19 January 2017 Diarra v. FIFA
et al.

 Tribunal fédéral suisse
• Seraing (Doyen) v. FIFA
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ECtHR Mutu & Pechstein c. Suisse
 Applications filed in 2010
 Questions posed to the Swiss Government in 2013
 Consolidated in 2016
• Mutu
 CAS 2005/A/876, CAS 2008/A/1644
 TF 4A_458/2009
4A 458/2009

• Pechstein
 CAS 2009/A/1912,
2009/A/1912 CAS 2009/A/1913
 TF 4A_612/2009
 German proceedings (LG and OLG Munich as well as BGH)
- Mentioned but not discussed (competition law)
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ECtHR Pechstein – relevant facts
 CAS: 2-year ban for doping
• Request for public hearing rejected by Panel

 TF:
TF rejected
j t d action
ti
to
t sett aside
id
• Art. 190(2)(a) PILA & Art. 6(1) ECHR
• Structural independence of CAS
- Estopped because she did not protest in the arbitration
- In any event (“par
( par ailleurs
ailleurs”)) CAS is sufficiently independent to qualify as an
“arbitral tribunal” (reference to ATF 129 III 445 Lazutina)

• Personal independence of President of the Panel
- “hard liner” is not specific enough to warrant a challenge

• Public hearing
- Art. 6(1) ECHR does not apply to voluntary arbitration; nevertheless, would be
desirable (“wünschenswert”)
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ECtHR Pechstein – Alleged breaches

1. CAS lack of “independence
p
and impartiality”
p
y
2. CAS refused “public hearing”
3 TF does not review the facts established by CAS [not
3.
discussed!?]
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ECtHR Pechstein – Issues
 Does Article 6(1) ECHR apply?
 Did the athlete waive the guarantees of Article 6(1)
ECHR?
• Voluntary v. mandatory arbitration

 Does CAS comply with Article 6(1) ECHR?
• Is CAS sufficiently independent and impartial
• Does CAS need to offer a public hearing

 Consequences?
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Does Article 6(1) ECHR apply?
 Does Article 6(1) ECHR apply ratione materiae?
• Switzerland: does not directly apply to arbitration
• Applicants:
A li
t applicable
li bl because
b
CAS arbitration
bit ti is
i mandatory
d t
• ECtHR: Article 6(1) ECHR applies to arbitration irrespective of
whether it is voluntary or mandatory
↔ “determination of civil rights”
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Does Article 6(1) ECHR apply?
 Does the ECtHR have ratione personae jurisdiction?
• ICAS is private entity, however:

[…]
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Did the athlete waive the right to
“independence and impartiality”?

[…]
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Is CAS arbitration “volontaire”?
?
 Not imposed by the State but by (monopolistic) governing body
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What are the consequences of the
“forcée” nature of CAS arbitration?
→ “Full” application of Article 6(1) ECHR

[…]
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Is CAS an “independent
independent and impartial
tribunal established by the law”?
[ ]
[…]

[…]

[…]
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Notion of independence

[…]
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Notion of impartiality

[…]
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Reasoning of the ECtHR
• No distinction between independence
p
and impartiality
p
y
• Financing by the sports governing bodies (SGBs) alone is
not decisive
• Real issue: alleged imbalance between athletes and SGBs
- Problematic aspects (correctly) identified
- However, the ECtHR requires evidence that the such
problematic aspects result in an actual bias by at least the
majority of the arbitrators on the CAS list

• The ECtHR ignores
g
its own point
p
that “appearances
pp
also
matter”
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Financing by the SGBs alone is not decisive
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Alleged imbalance between athletes and SGBs

•

•
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Analysis? One single paragraph [sic!]

[...]
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Two judges, including the Swiss judge,
dissenting:
• The majority correctly found that there is a certain link
between the ICAS (appointing body) and the SGBs
- The influence is “considerable”, in particular in light of the way in
which the President of the Panel is appointed

• The majority erred in (not) applying the standards of
“objective impartiality” and “independence”
- Under the ECtHR’s case law there is no need to prove that the
influence results in an actual bias
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 Main reasons for the dissent
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Is CAS “independent
independent and impartial
impartial”?
?
 The role of the CAS Secretary General
• Athlete’s argument
g
based on repeated
p
delays
y in rendering
g
the award
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Is a “public
public hearing
hearing” required?
 Can be excluded only in limited circumstances:
• Morality
y ((minors),
), p
public order,, national security
y
• Purely factual issues and expedited proceedings
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Pechstein – in a nutshell
 Non-voluntary nature of CAS arbitration
• No waiver of Art. 6(1)
( ) ECHR through
g arbitration agreement
g
[specific waivers still possible]
• Requirement of structural independence is not waivable

 CAS is sufficiently independent and impartial
• No evidence that the imbalance in the appointment of the
arbitrator results in actual bias

 CAS has to offer a public hearing
• In disciplinary matters, arguably in all appeals proceedings
• If so requested
t db
by th
the athlete
thl t – if not,
t deemed
d
d to
t be
b waived
i d
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Pechstein – my take (i)
 Full applicability of Article 6(1) CEDH
 Majority decision on independence and impartiality
is disappointing:
• More than 60 pages of description of CAS and ECtHR’s case law
and
d one single
i l paragraph
h off analysis
l i
• Misses the main point – appointment of the President of the Panel

 The minority is right in focusing on the appearance
of independence and impartiality
• At para 140 and 143 the majority itself insist on the fact that
appearance is crucial in meeting the paramount requirement in a
democratic society,
society that the courts must be organized in a way that
ensures the trust of the individuals (“confiance des justiciables”)
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Pechstein – my take (ii)
 The ECtHR undermines the main basis on which the
German BGH ruled against Ms Pechstein
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Pechstein – my take (iii)
 Neither the majority nor the minority consider the
(Athlete’s) argument that Swiss legislation does not allow
a courtt to
t review
i
the
th facts
f t established
t bli h d b
by CAS
 The Athlete did not rely on the fact that the TF does not
any control the way in which the law is applied
 The only control is exercised through a combination of
• public hearing (now mandatory) and
• publication of the decision (which is arguably also required by Art. 6(1)

 Additional reason to take into account the appearance in
y
if the independence
p
and impartiality
p
y
the analysis
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Pechstein – my take (iv)
 The ECtHR is right is emphasizing that

 But this does not mean that CAS should not do its
best to “earn the athletes’ trust”
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Pechstein – what changes for CAS?
 For
F the
h arbitrators
bi
• Will have to offer public hearing
- Most likely livestream [Tyler Hamilton]

• Should keep in mind that Article 6(1) is fully applicable
- https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_6_FRA.pdf

 For the institution
• Tackle the “perception issue”, starting with the rules on
the appointment of the President of the Panel
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ECtHR FNASS [& Longo] c. France
 Rules on “whereabouts”
whereabouts do breach Article 8 ECHR?
 Is the breach justified?

 provided
id d b
by th
the llaw (L
(L. 232
232-5
5 ett L.
L 232
232-15
15 Code
C d du
d sport)
t)
 legitimate aim (health and protection of “clean” athletes)
 necessity in democratic society  “besoin social impérieux”
 the ECtHR accepts that few positives… but focuses on the deterrent
(para 188)
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
 Complex procedural setting
• Action to declare the prohibition of TPO illegal (EU law)
• Tribunal de commerce declined jurisdiction
• Appeal in the Cour d’appel
- Assert jurisdiction (CAS arbitration breaches Art. 6(1) ECHR and EU law)
- Declaratory relief
- Prohibition to apply Art. 18ter RSTP
- Request
R
t for
f ECJ preliminary
li i
ruling
li (including
(i l di on validity
lidit off CAS
arbitration agreement)

• Interim decision of 11 January 2018
- The Court, on a sua sponte basis, invites the parties to make
submissions on whether the arbitration agreement concerns a “rapport
d d
de
droit
it dét
déterminé”
i é” within
ithi th
the meaning
i off A
Art.
t 1681 off th
the B
Belgian
l i C
Code
d
Judiciaire.
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
 Preliminary
P li i
remarks
k
• Article II of the New York Convention contains the same
language (“defined legal relationship”)
• Generally accepted that the same requirement applies as
a matter of Swiss arbitration law
- However, it suffices that the underlying legal relationship is
“determinable”

• Does not concern Article 67 [now 58] regarding Appeals
- Here, the legal relationship is clearly the one deriving from the
regulations on which the decision under appeal is based
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
 Not
N t an iissue in
i commercial
i l arbitration,
bit ti
however
h

• Special treatment in sport arbitration?

 Rationale:
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen

 Rejects the “limitations” put forward by the parties
• “sports
p
disputes”
p
((Art. S1 CAS Code))
- Not in the arbitration agreement and modifiable by ICAS
• “parties”
p
listed in the arbitration agreement
g
• “source” ≠ objet of the arbitration
• Indirect ≠ direct membership
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
 The
Th usuall claims
l i
that
th t CAS is
i unfair
f i were nott discussed
di
d
• Should FIFA/UEFA appeal?

 Is the decision convincing?
• The legal relationship was at least “determinable”
- Indirect membership is a legal relationship
- Would be different if the source of the dispute was a contract between Seraing
and FIFA

• The ruling is too broad
- The issue is whether the dispute at stake was beyond what the parties could
anticipate would be covered by the arbitration agreement
- Seraing was certainly not surprised – since the issue was brought up by the
Court sua sponte
sponte….
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Cour d’appel
d appel de Bruxelles - Doyen
 Relevance
R l
off the
th decision?
d i i ?
• Geographically limited to Belgium
• The issue could be decided differently in other jurisdictions
- Article II of the NYC contains the same requirement
- Same in Germany (1029 ZPO; Fiona Trust [2007] UKHL 40)

 What would be the p
position in Switzerland
• The dispute must be capable of determination
- It is sufficient that the relationship is “determinable”
determinable (TF 4A_515/2012)
4A 515/2012)
- What matters is the source of the claim (ASA Bull 1988, p. 142, 144-5)
- Specificity
S
ifi it off sportt arbitration
bit ti can also
l play
l a role
l
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TC du Hainaut, Charleroi - Diarra
 Facts
F t
• Player de facto prevented from playing because of the “joint
li bili ” rule
liability”
l for
f potential
i l new clubs
l b in
i the
h FIFA RSTP
- CAS 2015/A/4094 Lokomotiv v. Diarra

 Claims
• Declaratory
y claim that Article 17.2 RSTP is illegal
g
• Damages (6 million EUR)
• Subsidiarily: request for ECJ preliminary ruling
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TC du Hainaut, Charleroi - Diarra
 Jurisdiction

 Merits: torts (breach of EU law)
• Joint liability was not discussed with EU Commission
• Back to “pre Bosman”
• Did not balance the interests at stake
- To what extent is the joint liability a matter of contractual stability?
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ATF 144 III 120 - Seraing
 Same factual background
• Doyen ‘used’
used Seraing to create a decision based on Art.
18ter RSTP (prohibition of TPO)
• FIFA sanctioned Seraing for breaching 18ter RSTP
• TAS 2016/A/4490 confirmed the validity of Article 18ter
- Including
I l di as a matter
tt off EU law
l
• Action to set aside in the Swiss Supreme Court
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ATF 144 III 120 - Seraing
 Reexamined two issue:
1. Is CAS structurally independent? (ATF 129 III 445)
- New (better?) arguments
- But
ut in the
t e meantime
ea t e C
CAS
S (Code) was
as improved
p o ed

2. Does EU competition law belong to Swiss public
policy? (ATF 132 III 389)

 New issue:
• Does the prohibition of TPO breach Swiss public
p
policy?
y
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Seraing - CAS structural independence
 How should lack of structural
independence be challenged?
• TF (assume that CAS renders an Award)
• T
Trial
i l courtt in
i Lausanne
L
(assumes
(
the
th CAS
“award” is a mere decision by FIFA)
- Consistency would require that the party claiming that
CAS is not arbitral in nature should assume that the
CAS decision is not an award
- TF would lack jurisdiction - no need to decide in the
present case
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Seraing - CAS structural independence
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Seraing - CAS structural independence
 New arguments
• Links between CAS and FIFA ((not only
y IOC as in Lazutina))
- FIFA is CAS’s biggest client
- CAS arbitrators (and staff) will suffer financially if FIFA would stop
using CAS
- Indeed, the actual Panel is “living evidence” of the results of the
above imbalance

• CAS system is against EU law (with TF considering that EU
l
law
does
d
nott belong
b l
to
t public
bli policy)
li )

Old arguments
g
• Role of the CAS Secretary general (scrutiny or more?)
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Seraing - CAS structural independence
 Is Lazutina obsolete?
• Analysis
y
confirmed by
y BGH in Pechstein
• No reason to depart from Lazutina
- Only if “raisons
raisons impérieuses
impérieuses” showing that FIFA is special
- CAS has improved its structure and functioning
- Usual pragmatic approach
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Seraing - CAS structural independence
 Which improvements?
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Seraing - CAS structural independence
 Shall we celebrate? Not really
• Two jjudges
g of the ECtHR disagree
g
with this analysis
y
• The TF indicates that it is not its role to reform CAS

- Does not mean that the system is good
- An obiter dictum (like in Gundel) could not harm
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Seraing – TPO and EU Law
 ATF 132 III 389 Tensacciai revisited?

• Inadmissible for lack of motivation
- inconclusive
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Seraing – TPO and public policy
 Contradiction
C
with 4A_116/2016
/
(Sporting)?
(S
)

• Different circumstances
- Sporting Portugal challenged the validity of TPO despite
having used the TPO system
- It was established that the in the Sporting matter Player was
happy about the transfer ordered by the Doyen
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Seraing – TPO and personality rights
 Only
O
“substantive” part off the Decision

• Different circumstances
- Sporting Portugal challenged the validity of TPO despite
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What else on the merits?
 Seraing
S
i argued
d that
th t FIFA’s
FIFA’ possibility
ibilit to
t “enforce”
“ f
”
the prohibition of TPO without need of any
exequatur
t allows
ll
the
th “system”
“
t ” to
t evade
d the
th
application of EU law
• The argument was not discussed
- same as Pechstein’s argument that the TF does not review the way
in which the CAS
C S establishes the ffacts

 Same “logics” as FIFPRO’s argument in the PILA
Revision process…
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Final point – FF 2018 p. 18
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